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Very few people that
bring injured birds to
SPWC realize the severity of the injury which
the bird is showing. Two
major examples of serious
injuries that
were brought
back from a
certain fate of
death
this
summer
occurred in two
of our Red
Tailed Hawks.
The first hawk
was
transferred to us from Bowmanville
Veterinary
Hospital. He had severe
lacerations on both
wings from being entangled in nylon string. The
entanglement must have
happened some time before he was admitted to
their hospital as the
wounds were severely
infected and a tendon in
both wings (essential for
flight) was within a millimeter of snapping in

two, leaving this bird
unable to fly forever. It is
hard to use the term
“lucky” on wild animals
that end up in our care,
as likely a very horrible
and unfortunate event

Female hawk recovering in
one of our aviaries

had to happen first.
However, life is full of
unfortunate events for
every living creature; I
suppose it is the series of
events that follow the
initial one that really testify to one’s luckiness.
That being said, this bird
was one lucky Red Tail
Hawk! The previous veterinary team had re-

moved the nylon and
treated the initial wounds
which involved both feet
and both wings. Realizing
his recovery would not be
a quick fix, they transferred him to SPWC (a
relationship that
has helped hundreds of wild
animals over the
years). Immediately we went
into
wound
cleaning mode.
While the feet
injuries
were
severe, the antibiotics
treatment
would
likely heal with
little effort on our behalf.
The wings were another
story; the hawk had
deeply infected wounds
that exposed nerves, tendons and bones! We were
reluctant to bandage both
wings as most birds resent
having wings bound. We
hoped that by keeping the
bird in limited cage space,
he would be unable to
move the wings creating
further injury.
(cont. on page 14)
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Hi Everyone,
2012 has been another busy
year

for

us

with

some

major

changes. Visitors will now see a new
sign on the highway, generously donated by Dave Woodland from The
Saw Shop in Norwood.
We received some permanent birds
that were deemed unreleasable from
a zoo. While we wanted to help them
live their lives in some comfort we
realized that they would take up one
of the aviaries 365 days a year and
we are already pushed for space.
One of the birds, a kestrel, raised
several young ones for us by acting
as a foster parent, and did a much
better job than we would have
done.
They were in the Winston Aviary,
started by Fred Hannemann and
completed by Lisa and Laurie Peterson just in time for the busy
spring baby season.

Zoo Check arranged for a donation to build a new aviary, and James Birmingham
from Above the Waterline undertook the project. Union Gas also donated $1,000 in
materials. Other supporters for this project were Tuepah Excavating, JND Construction, Limelake Fencing, Lafarge, Westbrook and Selby Quarries, Matt Saunders
and the volunteers from KCVI, and Wendy Lee and the volunteers from Union Gas.
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The aviary is now well underway. James and some of his
crew will be working on the
building throughout the winter. Anyone interested in volunteering some of their time
and helping to build may contact

James

by

email

at

james@abovethewaterline.ca.
A group of volunteers from Union Gas, and
Jamey and staff volunteers from Above the
Waterline who came out to help

All of us at SPWC would like to say a big
“Thank You!” to all the volunteers who
helped us again this year. We couldn’t
do all the work we do without you.
All the best for the holiday season from
every one of us at the Wildlife Centre!
Lisa and Laurie Peterson working on the
“Winston”, our newest songbird aviary

Sue Meech
Sue Meech, Founder & Director

In 2012 we
rehabilitated over
2,000 injured and
orphaned
animals!
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About Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre
The Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre has been in operation
since 1994. Our goal is to help all injured and orphaned
wildlife and to release them back into their natural habitats. We also give advice and assistance to property owners who are having problems with their wild animal
neighbours, and can offer humane alternatives to solve
these conflicts. We work closely with veterinarians and
Humane Societies across Ontario.
We are licensed provincially by the Ministry of Natural
Resources and federally by the Canadian Wildlife Services to provide care and shelter for
birds, mammals, and reptiles. To ensure the well-being of our patients, we are unable to offer
tours of the Centre.

Thanks to Our Outstanding Volunteers
By Julia Evoy
We are extremely fortunate to work
with such a wonderful group of volunteers! With over 1960 patients admitted so far this year, your help reduces
our workload and provides care and
services to our patients in so many
ways.
Not only do we rely on your hard work
caring for patients, but for rescue missions, transportation, foster care,
fundraising, data entry, construction,
veterinary care, and everything in between! You selflessly share your talents, energy and time and for this we
are grateful.
Your hard work and dedication truly
makes a difference in the lives of wildlife that come into our care, who
thanks to your help have now received
a second chance.
On behalf of Sue, Leah and I, a very

special thank you to our volunteers for
all your hard work this year.
Best wishes for health and happiness
to you and your families this season
and throughout the coming year. We
look forward to working with everyone
in 2013!
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Our fundraising events are successful in part due to the generous
contributions of organizations that have lent their financial support.
Above the Waterline
Bayridge Animal Hospital
Beardall Animal Hospital
Bill Vanwart
Bob’s Portable Toilet
Bonnie Brooks
Bread and Butter Bakery
Burke Printing & Copy Centre
Country Traditions
Creative Framing
Dr. Yan Chen
Eastern Cowboy Trail Rides
For the Love of Ink
Frontenac Mall
Global Pet Foods
Harold’s Enterprises
House of Angelis
James Downe Graphic Design
James Twyman
Joyful Lotus Jewellery
Karma Lights
Lafarge Canada
Lindy Martin
Mazinaw Lake Rentals
Novel Idea
Ontario Power Generation

We are
committed to
helping
wildlife 365

Pasta Shelf
Paulina’s Curry Mix
Pyke Farms
Quinte Conservation
Randall at Charm Diamond Centre
R.S. Multimedia Kingston
River Bend Signs
Sacred Journeys
Samatva Yoga
Shaw Insurance
Smart Florists
Smiling Wilderness Restaurant
Starlet Boutique
Ste. Anne’s Inn and Spa
The Ambassador Hotel
The Four Points Sheraton
Thompson Tent & Event Rentals
Urban Paws
________________

A special thanks to the Oddie family:
Stana, Lachlan and Asher, for their
“Paddling For The Wild” 15-day fundraiser trip to Algonquin Park this past
summer—a new and original initiative
that raised nearly $1400!

2012 Fundraisers Update

days of the
year.

Our 7th annual “Previously Loved” Art
& Jewellery sale held at the Frontenac
Mall in Kingston in February 2012 was
one of our best ever, raising well over
$13,000.

Without your continuing support we
could not put on this major fundraiser.

Thanks to all those supporters who
took the initiative to do their own fundThis was thanks to the dedication and raisers over the year:
hard work of our many volunteers who • Kingston volunteers garage sale in
worked tirelessly for one week at the
May raised $415.00
mall, and of course to all our donors of
fine art and jewellery which came from • Napanee Scarecrow Festival Busker
Steven Tanner raised $80.00
from all over Ontario (& Alberta).
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Virginia Opossums

Outreach Program

by Sue Meech

by Janet Fenton

We knew this day would
come sooner or later, so
when we received a call to
rescue five young Opossums,

we were not surprised but
excited. They were about five
weeks old and their mother
had been sadly killed on a
road near Bowmanville.
The Virginia Opossum is the
only marsupial native to
North America. It has a
pouch to raise its young,
which are born
after only twelve
days
gestation.
With a litter of up
to seven, when
born they climb
into the pouch and
stay there for two
months.
When
their eyes open,
they are mouse
sized and start
leaving the pouch
for short periods.
They travel with
their mother either
in the pouch or on

her back until three months
old. In this case, they all did
well and were released in August near where they were
found. Opossums do not hibernate but lay low in their
dens during very
cold nights. They
have fifty teeth
and are extremely
good
foragers,
eating anything
that comes their
way. They are
more common in
South
Western
Ontario than in the East, but
are gradually moving North
and East. We have received
calls from areas around Kingston from people who have
seen these cat-sized mammals
usually at night. Many people
have never seen one and wonder what it could be. 

It was a great privilege for me to be
asked to go into local schools and do
presentations on behalf of SPWC. So
far I have had lots of fun, and the feedback from teachers has been very positive. This past summer we covered day
camps and this fall will be focusing
more on school groups, with a major
event coming up for Earth Week 2013.
The presentations are modified for
each school or class, and are a unique
experience for everyone. The topics
covered
range
f r o m
biodiversity
to habitats to
ani ma l
homes.
I strive
to make
every
session
interactive using lots
of techniques: an MP3 player to play
animal sounds, dressing kids up, or
playing the ever popular (as I found
out) turtle crossing game which demonstrates the struggle that turtles face
when crossing roads.
Ashley Wightman created some great
modules for the Outreach program
which has been most helpful and appreciated. 2012 was a great year for the
outreach program and I am hopeful
that it will continue to thrive in 2013.
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The Foxes of Frontenac
by Sue Meech
This past summer we were called upon to
help a family of foxes that were in trouble.
They lived near Frontenac Park and were
seen frequently by Larry and Christine
Showler of Frontenac Outfitters.
There are actually up to 45 different species of foxes but the most widespread one,
and the fox kits who came to us, was the
red fox. They have overtaken grey wolves
as the most widespread canines in the
wild. Foxes are well-known in folklore because of their reputation for cunning and
trickery—like stealing chickens! As like other
urban animals, the fox is very adaptable and can
thrive in city locations. They are active mostly at
night, having eyes specially adapted to nighttime vision.

traps to catch and bring them in to treat them.
Treatment was easy, just a medication once a
week for three to five weeks. Two kits died before we could catch them, but four came to us
and stayed at the Centre for over a month. They
The vixen (mother of the kits brought to us) had were then vaccinated for Canine Distemper. We
been killed and the father fox was trying to raise released them where they were found. 
six kits on his own— a lot of hunting! He would
hide the kits in a culvert and
head out for food daily. Unfortunately the food supplies were
scarce this year, and the kits
were stressed making them vulnerable to mange. This is a parasitic skin disease that spreads
from animal to animal when they
are vulnerable, and often kills
them because they become so
weak they cannot hunt.
A concerned Kingston citizen,
Carolyn Boyce, wanted to help
the mangy kits so did some research which led to contacting
us. Fortunately for the kits, the
Showlers also called, so we sent
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The Wildlife Rescue Dilemma
by Leah Birmingham
We handle several thousand
phone calls annually at
SPWC, and with an admission
rate of two thousand animals
a year, you can bet the actual
calls coming in double it! Our
valued public may well wonder why they do not get a
quick response upon finding
an injured wild animal.
Most often people are dismayed when they are informed that no organization
or government body is funded
to do the rescue. In fact the
majority of actual wildlife rescues in Eastern Ontario are
done by caring individuals
who come across an injured
animal and want to find it
some help. This is not too
hard if the injured animal is
easy to catch, stunned or in
shock from the initial trauma.
However, there are a multitude of circumstances by
which the animal is still capable of a high degree of mobility and still in need of help. A
scenario that illustrates this
situation is when water birds
are entangled in a fishing line
or hook and are unable to forage for food and sustain their
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waterproofing by grooming.
Unfortunately many of
them can still swim, fly or
even run away from a capture situation. Even in times
of great suffering these animals believe that to be
caught by humans is a death
sentence. They do not know
our intentions are to help,
and if they can avoid us they
will. In this situation, we
monitor from a distance,
but lacking the ability to out
swim a loon, out run a raccoon or out fly a gull, we too
are left helpless.
Other similar predicaments
may involve injured deer
still able to run (and most
notably kick!), or young orphans of many species stuck
in nests high up in trees. Or
another scenario which was
in our local media a couple
of years ago, an injured female Osprey unable to leave
her nest which had several
young, and a confused father not knowing how to
deal with their scenario. Sue
Meech the founder and director of SPWC, did know
how to help. All that was
needed was a hoisting machine like those used by

Ontario Hydro. We were willing and able to help, but
lacked the resources to make
it happen. Eventually the
word got to the right person
who then contacted someone
else in Ontario Hydro. Sue
was brought in to instruct
their worker on how to capture and remove the female
Osprey. Unfortunately, by the
time this all happened, the
mother bird had died. However, removing her body allowed Dad to get on with raising the young. All flew beautifully eventually and migrated
south for winter!
These types of rescue are full
of adrenalin, passion and a
pleasure to participate in.
That being said, caring for the
patients who are already at
SPWC puts pressure on our
funding every year. The wonderful idea of adding a rescue
team, unfortunately at this
point is not financially feasible. There simply is not
enough reliable annual funding to employ people who are
able and willing to face the
myriad of scenarios in which
wildlife are found in need of
rescue.
(cont. on next page)
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The Wildlife Rescue Dilemma (cont…)
If we were able to hire and
train a crew, logistics would
then pose a problem. We receive calls from all over Eastern Ontario (and sometimes
from all over Canada!), how
do you affordably mobilize a
rescue team to cover that
area? In many circumstances
you would be sending your
rescue team on a literal ‘wild
goose’ chase, because wildlife
continue to move, especially if
they are aware they have been
spotted. So the animal in all
likelihood will not even be
there when your team arrives!
This situation has certainly
become more relevant since
the OSPCA took wildlife off
their mandate. Therefore
when Humane Societies and
OSPCA shelters are called,
they state that no one will go
to help the animal. If a wildlife centre or simply an individual wildlife rehabilitator
are known to that branch,
they will forward your call on.
Before these changes, there
was more cooperation between wildlife rehabbers and
humane societies. With the
mandate changes, OSPCA
agents who help in wildlife
rescues risk their job and
their shelter’s funding. Most

staff want to help, but their
hands are tied. All wildlife
custodians or rehabilitators
are licensed in Ontario (by the
Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources or OMNR) to
house and care for wild animals.
It is illegal for any member of
the public to house wildlife
for longer than 24 hours
whilst trying to locate a licensed individual. While the
Ministry licenses our work,
they do not fund it. It is my
understanding that funds
from the OMNR are allotted
to local Stewardship Councils
that then choose organizations and projects to fund.
SPWC has been lucky to have
been the recipient of funds
from several local Stewardship Councils (Frontenac,
Lennox and Addington, and
Hastings to name a few),
however often they want to
fund a specific project, which
can turn into more work, adding pressure on existing resources.
All this to say that an injured
animal you happen to see has
no one to help it except yourself. For this reason, the public is a tremendous potential

resource for that animal, and
for SPWC in helping to rescue
it and bring it to our Centre.
With a little guidance, we can
take you through the steps to
accomplish this, or help you
decide if a rescue is even possible. For the injured patients
we receive, someone who simply calls SPWC and initiates a
rescue, the animal is on the
first step on their road to recovery. When the animal
reaches our doors, we are able
to help ease their suffering
and provide them with a safe,
warm and quiet location in
which to convalesce.
That is the scoop on the state
of injured wildlife in Ontario,
and hopefully provided some
insight as to why YOUR actions can be critical in helping
our good work happen.
If you see an injured or
orphaned wild animal,
please give us a call at SPWC,
and we will try our best to
help.
If you are willing to help
with rescue and transport
of injured wildlife, please
c o n t a c t
u s
a t
info@sandypineswildlife.org
to be added to our volunteer
drivers list. 
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Behind the Scenes
also does many pick-ups and
deliveries between Kingston
and Napanee to transport donated items such as art sale
pieces and animal food.

I would like you to meet several volunteers who work for
us behind the scenes at
SPWC. A big thank you to
you, the unseen heroes—we
could not manage without
your help.

Ashley Wightman

Linda Killam
Patti carefully
handling a chick

Who in spite of having a new
baby, is our webmaster. She
prepared our education program and works tirelessly on

sometimes entails feeding
every twenty minutes from
dawn to dusk.
Barb Dauksch

Linda on the job with
her trusty camera

Barb is an invaluable, longtime volunteer. She does
some book work, banking,
posting, and receipts. Barb

Linda has been doing the
weekly updates and hosting
the “Who Am I?” contest by
email every week for the last
two years. She is also a volunteer driver for us.

grants proposals for us. She
also handles the newsletters
and does the bookkeeping.

Patti Smith
Patti raises almost all of our
nestling and fledgling birds,
giving them one-on-one care
until they are releasable. This
Barb at the SPWC office
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Ashley with her
(non-wildlife) baby

We would like to find another
volunteer to keep our finances
straight to give her more family time. This would take
about four hours a month and
could be done from home.
Please contact us for more
information if interested.
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Back on the Road Again...
by Julia Evoy

Can you help?!
We need to expand our network of volunteer drivers
who provide emergency
transportation to wildlife in
need. Volunteer drivers play
a crucial and vital step in
our efforts. The sooner the
patient comes into our care,
the greater the chances of
survival. Especially needed
are drivers in the Kingston,
Belleville, Peterborough,
Ottawa and surrounding
areas.
We receive calls across the
province so no matter where
you live, you can be a valuable resource to help wildlife in need. Interested individuals don’t need any experience with wildlife and
are not required to handle
the patient for transport.
Before arranging transportation we ensure the finder
has the animal or bird safely
contained and ready for
pick-up. Volunteers are on
an “on-call” basis, meaning
once we have a patient that
requires transportation
within your area we start
making phone calls to see
who is available.

Drivers don’t need to be on
call seven days a week; you
can specify which days you
wish to volunteer your services (e.g. weekends, evenings, etc.).
Tax receipts based on mileage are available to volunteers who provide transportation.

If you wish to become involved or need more information about volunteering
please visit our website,
phone, or email us at
info@sandypineswildlife.org
Your help will be greatly appreciated!
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The 7th Annual Wildlife Baby Shower Fundraiser
This past spring the Sandy
Pines Wildlife Centre received
a record number of orphaned
wildlife babies! To help them,
we held our 7th Annual Wildlife Baby Shower Fundraiser
on May 6, 2012.
It was a fun-filled day with a
little something for everyone—live music, live and silent auctions, raffles, animalfeeds and demonstrations,
face-painting, a barbeque and
so much more. Thanks to the
generous support of our spon-
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sors, the tireless efforts of
the many volunteers, and of
course all those who attended, the event raised
over $25,000! These funds
were used directly towards
the daily care of wild animals, life-saving surgeries,
veterinary care, medications and community education on dealing with wildlife scenarios.
If you would like to make a
donation or find out more,
please visit our website at
www.sandypineswildlife.org
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Take These Broken Wings and Learn To Fly… (cont)
(continued from cover page)

Our volunteer vet Dr. Deanna
Daneshmend came out to inspect our latest avian challenge, and agreed we should
continue with our chosen
treatment. It was time to put
the bird in a body bandage,
despite the effect it may have
on his emotional well being
(yes, we must consider the impact of
stress and anxiety
on our patients).
At this point Dr.
Deanna was giving
the bird a less than
poor
prognosis,
and
debated
whether or not
treatment
was
worth it or if we
were putting the bird through
a lot of unnecessary suffering.
Her weekly visits were an
emotional rollercoaster of
whether the hawk may heal,
or to consider euthanasia as a
kinder option.
If he wasn’t such a laid back
bird, I may have agreed with
her, but he tolerated so much
and stressed so little in his
confined space, and in fact he
seem to quite enjoy the room
service and multiple snacks
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throughout the day. Although
the interns and volunteers
were getting an excellent opportunity to learn about restraint of a raptor on a fairly
‘easy’ to handle bird, occasionally he gave them an unexpected challenge. His care
lasted throughout most of the
summer, but eventually he had
healed enough to be tested in
our flight aviaries. His flight

The male hawk in his wing wrap

was weak at first but his
strength kept growing and after this point he had no more
setbacks. We were pleased to
make the call to arrange for his
release, and while we will
never know his fate we were so
grateful to have been part of
his journey to regain flight.
As if one Red Tailed Hawk
with an almost flightless fate
wasn’t enough, less than a

month after he was released
we received a couple more Red
Tailed Hawks with broken
wings. Only one was a viable
candidate for rehabilitation, as
the other’s injuries were such
that it would never fly again.
Bones that are broken close to
joints or compound (part of
the bone is exposed to air and
protrudes from the wound)
have a very poor prognosis.
Also depending
on how long ago
the fracture happened, we may
not be able to
repair it. After a
bone is broken,
the muscles and
tendons around
it start to constrict and seize
in this abnormal
position making
it impossible to bring the bone
back into alignment.
This second Red Tail is a great
example of how essential our
volunteer drivers are at SPWC.
The bird was located quickly
after the incident that left it
with a broken wing, and a call
was placed to SPWC without
delay, allowing us to contact a
volunteer for transportation.
Thankfully, the driver responded quickly as well and
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Take These Broken Wings and Learn To Fly… (cont)

Hawk being released where
he was found

the bird got to us promptly.
This allowed us to attempt to
realign the bone as soon as
possible from the initial
trauma.
As we worked away at the
wing, gently stretching the
slightly constricted muscles,
the bone popped back into
place and one could feel the
edges were in the most ideal
position possible. Now the
tough part; keeping the bone
in proper position, whilst handling the bird a couple of times
a day for pain medication!
Firstly, the wing was given a
“figure 8” bandage to keep the
bird from stretching it out, and
then a body wrap was applied
to keep the wing tucked into
the body in a natural resting
position. After our experiences
with the first Red Tailed Hawk

success
story, we
were not
taking
a n y
chances
with this
one! She
was kept
in
confined caging which
protected
her feathers from damage
and kept her calm. Much like
our other hawk, she quite
enjoyed not having to hunt
during her convalescing
time. After several days in
indoor caging we decided it
would be nice to get her outside.
Thankfully we have cages
designed to keep birds safe
and give them very little mobility while they bask in the
sun and enjoy some Vitamin
D! By Day 10 her broken
bone had already set quite
nicely. When bones heal they
“calcify” around the site
where broken, which can
sometimes impede their
flight and ability to rotate
wings properly to gain altitude (critical for a bird of
prey). Her calcification was
minimal. She still had to
have a wing wrap on, and for
the most part was leaving it
be and not trying to remove

it. Wild animals eventually
decide they are done with the
bandage material impeding
their mobility and start removing it. Once the wing
wrap was off it was time to
start on some gentle physiotherapy. Human physiotherapists should appreciate that
their patients understand that
the end result is worth the
initial stress and discomfort.
Our patients do not understand and really do nothing to
help, in fact if they can get a
bite in during the process they
will do so readily! After a couple of weeks of physio and
gradually increasing the size
of the aviary she was held in,
she too was ready for release.
Her release is somewhat
ideal, being a migratory bird
found close to SPWC we have
been able to give her a ‘soft’
release and monitor her post
release.
Nothing quite describes the
feeling I get when watching a
bird that had initially appeared so forlorn and lost,
lacking the ability to catch
flight, and then swoops its
wings and catches that air.
Much like the title of this
story, I hear the Beatles song
and think to myself, “You
were only waiting for this moment to arise”. 

8749 County Rd 2, Napanee, ON K7R3L1

Please help us help the wildlife of Ontario!
Most of our revenue depends on your generous donations. You may
donate by cheque or on our website with the “Canada Helps” button.
Receipts will be issued for donations of
$20.00 or more. Please make your cheques
payable to the Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre.
For more information on volunteering, sponsoring, or donating, please visit www.sandypineswildlife.org, or
complete this form and mail to: 8749 County Rd 2, Napanee, ON
K7R 3L1, or call us at (613) 354-0264.
Name_______________________
Address_____________________
_____________________
Phone #_____________________

If you would like to
be removed from
our mailing list,
please contact us via
Email, phone or
mail.
We protect your
privacy and do not
sell our donors list.

